THE PROGRAM IS EFFECTIVELY PREVENTING EVICTIONS.

- Of the 97 clients discharged from the program over the course of the evaluation:
  - 90% were stabilized in their housing
  - 8% were rehoused
  - 2% exited into homelessness

- The effectiveness of the program was largely the result of the program model (financial supports, landlord mediation, case management) and the knowledge, dedication, and timeliness of program staff.

CLIENT SATISFACTION RATING

Of the discharged clients that were surveyed, the average client satisfaction rating was 9.5 out of 10 (extremely satisfied).

One client shared, “Wonderful program. I wish it never ends. A program for working class people.”

CLIENTS REPORTED AN INCREASE IN THEIR QUALITY OF LIFE

- Of the discharged clients that were surveyed, 95% agreed that their quality of life improved as a result of being in the program.

- One client shared, “Feel overwhelming gratitude. EPIC saved me.”

EARLY INTERVENTION IS KEY

- Client referrals that were made earlier in the eviction process reported a smaller amount of arrears than referrals made later in the eviction process.
EVICCTIONS IMPACT A WIDE RANGE OF PEOPLE, BUT MOST ARE LIVING IN DEEP POVERTY

- The age of clients ranged from 17 to 80 years old. (During the course of the evaluation, the 80-year-old client was stabilized in their housing.)
- There was an equal mix of family (49%) and single (48%) households.
- On average clients are paying 70% of their incomes on rent.

BASED ON AVAILABLE PROGRAM DATA, THE COST OF PAYING OFF A HOUSEHOLD’S ARREARS IS OFTEN LESS THAN THE COST OF THE AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY IN AN EMERGENCY SHELTER

Clients who stabilized their housing had average arrears of $4,182. There was an equal mix of family (49%) and single (48%) households.

The average cost of one night in an emergency shelter in Toronto is approximately $75 per person. The average length of stay in 2017 in emergency shelters was just over 4 months, at an estimated total cost of over $9,000 per person. For a family of three, this cost rises to more than $27,000.

Several clients shared that they may have entered the shelter system had they been evicted.

THE PROGRAM WORKS COLLABORATIVELY WITH LANDLORDS TO STABILIZE TENANTS IN THEIR CURRENT HOUSING. THE PROGRAM CAN HELP WITH:

- Payment of arrears.
- Tenant access to rental supports.
- Mediation between tenants and landlords.
- Tenant access to mental health and health supports

LANDLORDS REPORTED BEING SATISFIED WITH THE SERVICES PROVIDED BY EPIC

- Private market landlords made 14% of referrals to the program.
- “They care about their clients” – landlord.

Hub Solutions is a social enterprise embedded within the Canadian Observatory on Homelessness (COH). Income generated from Hub Solutions fee-for-service work, is reinvested into the COH to support research, innovation, policy recommendations and knowledge mobilization.